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1 Overview 

1.1 Revision History 

Version Change 
(Topic, Section, Page) 

Author(s) Reviewer(s) Date 

1.0 Initial Draft  Steve Buckner   8/1/22 

2.0 Final Draft  Steve Buckner  8/2/22 

 4.0 Final  Steve Buckner   8/16/22 

         

        

1.2 Applicability 

Business/Region affected Global 

Requestor/PIF number N/A 

WTS Entry N/A 

Platform MEM – Azure, and Microsoft 365  

Operating system version N/A 

Security model tier N/A 

CAP N/A 

VTM ID N/A 

Software location/package name N/A 

1.3 Required Software 

• Web Browser 

o Browser of your choice 

Introduction 
This document provides a general overview of the steps taken to successfully implement Microsoft 
Endpoint Manager Windows (MEM). 
 

Intended Audience 

Internal Operations Systems Group 
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Overview 
Microsoft Intune / Microsoft Endpoint Manager (MEM) is a Microsoft cloud-based management solution 
that provides for mobile device and operating system management. It aims to provide Unified Endpoint 
Management of both corporate and BYOD devices in a way that protects corporate data. It extends 
some of the "on-premises" functionality of Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager to the 
Windows Azure cloud. 
 
The test tenant used for this document has been configured as follows: 
Licenses; Microsoft 365 E5 
Domain: BeyondImpactLLC.com 
Azure Active Directory Only. On-premises DCs, Azure AD Connect Services being utilized, Hybrid. 
Devices; Windows 10, Apple iPhone. Apple iPad Mini, Android 8 
Intune as a stand-alone MDM solution 

 

Scope 

All Corporate Environment  

Out of scope 

All Production Environment 

Dependencies 
None 

Time Line 
9/2/2022 

Known Issues 
None 

Content 
See Below 
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2 MDM Authority 

2.1 Download and Install Configure MDM Authority 

The mobile device management (MDM) authority setting determines how you manage your devices. As 

an IT admin, you must set an MDM authority before users can enroll devices for management.  

Login to the Microsoft Endpoint Manager Admin Center ( https://endpoint.microsoft.com ) and set the 

MDM authority. Since this is a stand-alone MDM solution, we will want to very that our MDM Authority 

is set to Microsoft Intune.  

 
Click Tenant Administration / Tenant Status and verify that Microsoft Intune is set as the MDM 
authority.  
 

 
 

Best Practices:  You should create all management settings and configurations, as well as deployments, 

shortly after the change to the MDM authority has completed. This helps ensure that devices are 

protected and actively managed during the interim period. 

 

2.2 Configure Company Portal 

Configure Portal Terms and Conditions 
As an Intune admin, you can require that users accept your company's terms and conditions before 

using the Company Portal to enroll devices and access resources like company apps and email. 

https://endpoint.microsoft.com/
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This needs to be updated. 
 
Best Practices: Be sure to ask for the necessary department for the proper Terms and Conditions 
verbiage 
 
Customization and Branding in Azure Active Directory 
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Customization and Branding in the MEM Admin Console 
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Best Practices: Use your organization's logo and custom color schemes to provide a consistent look-and-

feel on your Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) sign-in pages. Your sign-in pages appear when users sign 

into your organization's web-based apps, such as Microsoft 365, which uses Azure AD as your identity 

provider. 

 

2.3 Test MDM DNS Records 

To simplify enrollment, create a domain name server (DNS) alias (CNAME record type) that redirects 

enrollment requests to Intune servers. Otherwise, users trying to connect to Intune must enter the 

Intune server name during enrollment. You will want to test that the CNAME record is in place. 
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Best Practices: Intune conditional access requires devices to be registered, also called "workplace 

joined". If you plan to use conditional access, you should also configure the Enterprise Registration 

CNAME for each company name you have. 

 

2.4 Configure Device Enrollment Restrictions 

You should set the types of devices that can enroll, accomplished by simply choosing to Block or Allow a 

given device type platform like Android or iOS for instance. As for the maximum number of devices 

restriction option, you define how many devices a single user is allowed to enroll, for instance 7 devices.  
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Best Practices: Use enrollment restrictions to better control mobile devices Microsoft Intune license 

holders can enroll up to five devices. It is usually preferable for IT to put some restrictions on those 

devices. This is a common best practice because organizations often do not support specific device 

platforms or manufacturers. 

2.5 Configure Device Enrollment 

Configure device enrollment settings in Azure Active Directory  
 
Next you can users to enroll Windows devices by signing in with their work or school account. 

 

Configure / Verify Windows Enrollment Settings in MEM 
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Automatic enrollment lets users enroll their Windows 10 devices in Intune. To enroll, users add their 

work account to their personally owned devices or join corporate-owned devices to Azure Active 

Directory. In the background, the device registers and joins Azure Active Directory. Once registered, the 

device is managed with Intune. 

 

Updated 8/2/22 
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Best Practices: For Windows BYOD devices, the MAM user scope takes precedence if both the MAM 

user scope and the MDM user scope (automatic MDM enrollment) are enabled for all users (or the same 

groups of users). The device will not be MDM enrolled. 

If your intent is to enable automatic enrollment for Windows BYOD devices to an MDM: configure the 

MDM user scope to All (or Some, and specify a group) and configure the MAM user scope 

to None (or Some, and specify a group – ensuring that users are not members of a group targeted by 

both MDM and MAM user scopes). 

For corporate devices, the MDM user scope takes precedence if both MDM and MAM user scopes are 

enabled. The device will get automatically enrolled in the configured MDM. 

 

IOS - Configure MDM Push Certificate 
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Best Practices: Your Apple MDM push certificate appears Active and has 365 days until expiration. 

Android – Google Play Store 
 

 

 

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) - Company Managed Work Device - Work Profile totally separate and 
isolated from personal data 
Device Owned (COD) - Fully managed by Corp MDM 
Corporate Owned Single User (COSU) - Kiosk mode - has limited access to underlying OS 
Corporate Owned Personally Enabled (COPE) - Not supported by Intune 
 
Best Practices: There may be an instance where you may want to disable / block the use of Android 
Device Administrator by configuring an Enrollment Restriction.  
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Android Work Profile – BYOD – Android Enterprise  

Setting up a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) - Company Managed Work Device - Work Profile 
totally separate and isolated from personal information. 
 

2.6 Dynamic Device Groups 

You can automatically add devices to device groups based on categories that you define. In this example 

I will create 3 groups based upon the Operating Systems type: one for Windows, IOS, and Android 

devices. This makes it far easier to administer devices.  

Create Azure Active Directory Dynamic Device Security Groups – based on OS Type (OST) 
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Best Practices:  

2.7 Device Cleanup Rules 

We often get a lot of inactive and stale Intune records due to the nature of test device enrollments. We 

want to keep our Intune environment and reports current by cleaning up these stale devices. With 

Intune device cleanup, we can configure the automatic cleanup rule which cleans up devices that are 

inactive, orphaned, or obsolete and have not checked in recently. 
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Best Practices: Once this rule is enabled, Intune will automatically remove devices that haven’t checked 

in for the number of days you set. It is best to check with the client to get the desired “days” setting 

based on their device check-in behavior.  

 

2.8 Creating Device Categories 

A device category is used to prompt users to answer what type of device they have during enrollment. 
 

 
 
Best Practices: What about already enrolled devices, will they also get this option to select a category? 

The answer is, Yes (when they open the Company Portal app for the first time after this feature have 

been enabled in your tenant).  
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3 Mobile Device Management (MDM) Configuration 

3.1 Intune Device Profiles – Configuration Profiles 

A Device Profile is used to add and configure settings then push these settings to devices in your 

organization. Microsoft Intune includes settings and features you can enable or disable on different 

devices within your organization. These settings and features are added to "configuration profiles". You 

can create profiles for different devices and different platforms then, use Intune to apply or "assign" the 

profile to the devices. 

As part of your mobile device management (MDM) solution, use these configuration profiles to 

complete different tasks. Some profile examples include: 

• On Windows 10 devices, use a profile template that blocks ActiveX controls in Internet Explorer. 

• On iOS/iPadOS and macOS devices, allow users to use AirPrint printers in your organization. 

• Allow or prevent access to bluetooth on the device. 

• Create a WiFi or VPN profile that gives different devices access to your corporate network. 

• Manage software updates, including when they are installed. 

• Run an Android device as dedicated kiosk device that can run one app or run many apps. 

Windows - Configure a Windows device restriction profile  

 
Device restriction policy that disables Cortana. 
 
 
Device Profile for Windows 10 to implement Bitlocker.  
 
IOS – Configure a IOS Device profile to automatically configure Email and to require a password 
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Best Practices: As a best practice, create and assign profiles specifically for your user groups. And, create 

and assign different profiles specifically for your device groups. 

3.2 Intune Compliance Policies and Conditional Access 

Conditional Access is the tool used by Azure Active Directory to bring signals together, to make 

decisions, and enforce organizational policies. Intune can help protect organizational data by requiring 

users and devices to meet some requirements. In Intune, this feature is called compliance policies. 

Compliance policies in Intune: 

• Define the rules and settings that users and devices must meet to be compliant. 
• Include actions that apply to devices that are noncompliant. Actions for noncompliance 

can alert users to the conditions of noncompliance and safeguard data on noncompliant 
devices. 

• Can be combined with Conditional Access, which can then block users and devices that 
do not meet the rules. 

There are two parts to compliance policies in Intune: 

• Compliance policy settings – Tenant-wide settings that are like a built-in compliance 
policy that every device receives. Compliance policy settings set a baseline for how 
compliance policy works in your Intune environment, including whether devices that have 
not received any device compliance policies are compliant or noncompliant. 

• Device compliance policy – Platform-specific rules you configure and deploy to groups of 
users or devices. These rules define requirements for devices, like minimum operating 
systems or the use of disk encryption. Devices must meet these rules to be considered 
compliant. 

Creating a Windows 10 Compliance Policy to require BitLocker and Windows Defender 
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Creating an IOS Policy that Blocks Jail Broken Devices and Requires a Minimum OS Level of version 11 – 

Conditional Access Policy 

 

In this example we will require a user that has been detected as a medium security risk to require MFA 
when accessing Microsoft Teams.  

Best Practices: Using this feature requires an Azure AD Premium P1 or P2 license. When new policies are 

ready for your environment, deploy them in phases in the production environment. First apply a policy 

to a small set of users in a test environment and verify if the policy behaves as expected. This will avoid 

blocking users in production. 

3.3 Create Intune Device Categories 

A device category is used to prompt users to answer what type of device they have during enrollment. 

To make managing devices easier, you can use Microsoft Intune device categories to automatically add 

devices to groups based on categories that you define. 
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Best Practices: Device categories use the following workflow: 

• Create categories that users can choose from when they enroll their device. 

• When users of iOS/iPadOS and Android devices enroll a device, they must choose a category 

from the list of categories you configured. To assign a category to a Windows device, users must 

use the Company Portal website. 

• You can then deploy policies and apps to these groups. 

 

3.4 Configure Personal or Corporate Identifiers 

You can identify devices as corporate-owned to refine management and identification. Intune can 

perform additional management tasks and collect additional information such as the full phone number 

and an inventory of apps from corporate-owned devices. You can also set device restrictions to block 

enrollment by devices that aren't corporate owned. 

At the time of enrollment, Intune automatically assigns corporate-owned status to devices that are: 

• Enrolled with a device enrollment manager account (all platforms) 

• Enrolled with the Apple Device Enrollment Program, Apple School Manager, or Apple 

Configurator (iOS only) 

• Identified as corporate-owned before enrollment with an international mobile equipment 

identifier (IMEI) numbers (all platforms with IMEI numbers) or serial number (iOS and Android) 

• Joined to Azure Active Directory with work or school credentials. Devices that are Azure Active 

Directory registered will be marked as personal. 

• Set as corporate in the device's properties list 

After enrollment, you can change the ownership setting between Personal and Corporate. 
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To change device ownership: 

1. Sign into the Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center, choose Devices > All devices > choose 

the device. 

2. Choose Properties. 

3. Specify Device ownership as Personal or Corporate. 

 

Best Practices:  Be sure to check before marking personally owned device to corporate owned devices. 

This may be prohibited by the client. 
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4 Application Management and Software Update Policies 

4.1 Deploy Client Apps to Managed Intune Devices 

There are various types of apps that are available for Intune. You must determine app requirements that 

are needed by the users at your company, such as the platforms and capabilities that your workforce 

needs.

 

Deploy Client Apps to Managed Intune Devices 
 
You can add an app in Microsoft Intune by selecting Apps > All apps > Add. The Select app type pane is 

displayed and allows you to select the App type. 
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Deploy Microsoft Team to iOS devices.  

Deploy a weblink to all devices.  

Deploy a Line of Business application to Windows Devices.  

Best Practices: For each app, you determine the platforms needed, the groups of users that need the 

app, the configuration policies to apply for those groups, and the protection policies to apply. 

Additionally, you must determine whether to focus on Mobile Device Management (MDM) or only on 

Mobile Application Management (MAM). 
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4.2 App Protection Policies (MAM) 

Enrolled devices are fully managed by MDM, meaning all devices settings can be controlled and 
configured according to a company policy. A device can still have access to company resources and not 
be enrolled. App protection policies utilizing Intune Mobile Application Management (MAM) can ensure 
that an organizations data remains safe or remains in a managed app.  

Application protection policies can be configured on devices that are Enrolled in Intune (typically 
corporate owned) or device that are not enrolled (BYOD). You have control over corporate applications 
on device that are not enrolled. 

App protection policies (APP) are rules that ensure an organization's data remains safe or contained in a 

managed app. A policy can be a rule that is enforced when the user attempts to access or move 

"corporate" data, or a set of actions that are prohibited or monitored when the user is inside the app. A 

managed app is an app that has app protection policies applied to it and can be managed by Intune. 

 

In the example below we will create an iOS APP Protection Policy to prohibit copy and paste between 
non corporate managed apps. 
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Best Practices: Apply a less strict MAM policy to Intune managed devices and apply a more restrictive 

MAM policy to non-MDM-enrolled devices. Apply a MAM policy to unenrolled devices only. 

 

4.3 Software Update Policies 

Software update policies let you force supervised iOS/iPad iOS, Android and Windows devices to 

automatically install OS updates.  

 
Windows 10 
Use Intune to manage the install of Windows 10 software updates from Windows Update for Business. 

By using Windows Update for Business, you simplify the update management experience. You do not 

need to approve individual updates for groups of devices and can manage risk in your environments by 

configuring an update rollout strategy. Intune provides the ability to configure update settings on 

devices and gives you the ability to defer update installation. You can also prevent devices from 

installing features from new Windows versions to help keep them stable, while allowing those devices to 

continue installing updates for quality and security. 
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Intune stores only the update policy assignments, not the updates themselves. Devices access Windows 

Update directly for the updates. 

Intune provides the following policy types to manage updates: 

• Windows 10 update ring: This policy is a collection of settings that configures when Windows 10 

updates get installed. 

• Update ring policies are supported for devices that run Windows 10 version 1607 or later. 

• Windows 10 feature updates: This policy updates devices to the Windows version you specify, 

and then freezes the feature set version on those devices. This version freeze remains in place 

until you choose to update them to a later Windows version. While the feature version remains 

static, devices can continue to install quality and security updates that are available for their 

feature version. 

• You assign policies for Windows 10 update rings and Windows 10 feature updates to groups of 

devices. Use both policy types in the same Intune environment to manage updates for your 

Windows 10 devices. 

 
 

Best Practices: Minimum of 3 Update rings Test, with a few IT people only. Pilot, with more IT people 

and users for many department/roles. Production, with everyone else. 

 
iOS Updates 
The update policy for iOS devices will only provide you the choice to prevent the device from installing 
the updates. However, you can use this option to choose when the update will be applied.  
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Best Practices: You may decide that it is best to only have the updates installed over a weekend. 
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5 Enroll Devices into Intune 

Enrolling your devices into Microsoft Intune allows your Windows 10 devices to get access to your 
organization's secure data, including email, files, and other resources. This is true for both Windows 
10/11 systems, MacOS, and iOS/Android Mobile devices.  

5.1 Windows 10/11 

Enrolling your devices helps secure this access for both you and your organization and helps keep your 
work data separate from your personal data. To manage devices in Intune, devices must first be enrolled 
in the Intune service. Both personally owned and corporate-owned devices can be enrolled for Intune 
management. 

There are two ways to get devices enrolled in Intune: 

• Users can self-enroll their Windows PCs (BYOD) 
• Admins can configure policies to force automatic enrollment without any user 

involvement (Corporate Owned Devices) 
 

  

5.2 Azure AD Join – Windows 10/11- Corporarte Owned Devices Only: 

This option is ONLY for devices that have NOT been Azure AD Joined and that you wish to convert to 

Azure AD Joined. 

What are the benefits of Azure AD join? 

Joining devices to Azure AD enables the following benefits  

• Single sign-on to cloud resources, which includes the Microsoft 365 suite of apps, SaaS 

applications and potentially on-premises applications.  

• Biometric authentication through Windows Hello for Business  

• Self-service password reset which is great for remote workers.  

• Full device management via Intune and zero-touch provisioning leveraging Windows Autopilot 

including automatic device license assignment.   

• Self-service enterprise application provisioning through the published enterprise app store.  

• Security benefits through leveraging device based Conditional Access policies.  
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5.3 Enroll a Windows 10 / 11 Device into Intune that has already been Azure AD 
Joined (including Hybrid Azure Ad Joined) 

The preferred way to enroll existing devices that have already been Azure AD Joined or Hybrid Azure AD 

Joined is to use the Enroll only in device management option located in Settings. 
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Once enrolled, you can also optionally install the Company Portal App from the Microsoft Store - 

Company Portal - Microsoft Store Apps. 

The Company Portal will allow users to view available applications that have been made available to 

them for installation. Intune Administrations also have the option to automatically install/push 

applications to Azure AD Joined systems. If the applications have not been automatically pushed, they 

will be available to them using the Company Portal App. 

5.4 Enroll Windows 10/11 - Personally Owned Devices into Intune 

For a Windows BYOD (self-enrollment) you can Azure AD Register it into enroll into Intune: 

You can install the Company Portal App from the devices app store to enroll into Intune (Azure AD 

Registered):  

Azure AD join is really only for devices that are company owned where the entire device is used for 

work and only one account is used on the device. With employee owned or contractor devices, they will 

be logging into their device with their own account or personal identity but will use their Azure AD 

identity to access company resources. For this scenario, Azure AD registration is used.  

When a device is Azure AD registered, it is possible to ensure the device 

meets your compliance requirements before accessing company resources. You can still send security 

policies to these AAD registered devices (e.g., require a passcode on the device) and will gain visibility of 

the device in your tenant.  

REGISTERING THROUGH THE COMPANY PORTAL APP 

Enrolling existing devices via the Company Portal app from the Microsoft Store is the easiest option for 

employees to Azure AD register their device. They can download the app and enroll using their Azure AD 

identity.  Company Portal - Microsoft Store Apps 

https://apps.microsoft.com/store/detail/company-portal/9WZDNCRFJ3PZ?hl=en-us&gl=US
https://apps.microsoft.com/store/detail/company-portal/9WZDNCRFJ3PZ?hl=en-us&gl=US
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The churchoffice Windows 10 PC below was enrolled using the Company Portal App and is Azure AD 

Registered. 
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The STEVE-OFFICE Account was connected using “Join this device to Azure Active Directory. 

 

 

5.5 Enroll iOS and Android Devices into Intune 

ENROLLING THROUGH THE COMPANY PORTAL APP 

Enrolling Android or iOS devices via the Company Portal app from the Google Play or Apple Store is the 

easiest option for employees. They can download the app and enroll using their Azure AD identity (see 

company portal steps above). 

 

BYOD - After you have assigned user licenses, users can download the Intune Company Portal app from 

the App Store, and follow enrollment instructions in the app.  

Company Owned - For organizations that buy devices for their users, Intune supports the following 
iOS/iPad iOS company-owned device enrollment methods: 

• Apple's Automated Device Enrollment (ADE) 
• Apple School Manager 
• Apple Configurator Setup Assistant enrollment 
• Apple Configurator direct enrollment 


